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I love Bromeliads...By Carol Wolfe, Editor
Hi Everyone and Wishing You a Healthy Day! And hoping that you and your family members are safe from
the flu. Wow, what a year 2020 turned out to be in the first five months!
After 103 years, a virus similar to the 1917 Spanish flu hit the world. It was neither Spanish nor flu

but a virus called covid-19 or coronavirus.
 We’ve learned new words like mitigation, viral infections, flat lining, social distancing, and flatten-

ing of the curve. Pandemic, contact tracking, contact tracing and isolation have all taken on new
meanings in light of the coronavirus.
Wearing gloves—not since the 1950’s have women been seen wearing gloves in public; however
they are not wearing the dainty white gloves worn on job interviews or to church but blue, white, and
yellow latex gloves! And the men are wearing them too.
Maybe little pill hats will eventually replace wearing masks in public.
Isn’t it funny that not long ago, wearing a mask in public was against the Law!
My uncle wrote the following story about the 1917 flu epidemic that killed 675,000 Americans in
the record book, Ancestors, Descendants and Related Families of Isom Lee Melton (1894-1967), (my
grandfather). My great grandparents were very involved in their community as my Great Grandpa was a veterinarian and my Great Grandma was a midwife who delivered over 1500 babies. My grandfather told stories of people coming to their house in the middle of the night and as children they never knew if they were
coming for their Dad for a sick horse or for their Mom for a woman in labor. When the flu epidemic hit
Monroe, North Carolina, my great grandma began making soup and her son, (my grandfather), delivered it
to the houses each morning. Here is the story as written by my uncle:
“Grandpaw Minor and Grandmaw Fannie Melton had a surrey. The old surrey had flannel drapery
all around. It was pulled by horses. Daddy went around with wash pots full of fresh homemade soup on the
back of the buggy. He delivered six bowls of soup here this morning and maybe four over yonder, two over
here, and one over there. The next morning, when he delivered, their might be two that passed away overnight. The flu epidemic just killed them like that. It was terrible. It killed people right and left and Daddy
said he knew he would die. Daddy escaped the whole thing, never had a sick day.”
That’s my prayer for you that none of us will have a sick day during this pandemic and when the
need arises that we, like people in America’s previous generations, will reach out and help others.
We certainly missed going to the Bromeliad Society of South Florida and the Bromeliad Society of
Central Florida shows this spring. We always look forward to judging and photographing the shows so that
we can share many beautiful bromeliad pictures with you. So instead this month, I took the camera and
headed out to the yard to make pictures of Tom’s landscaping. I love walking in our yard as it is always
changing. I especially enjoy a gentle breeze as the garden becomes alive with movement of the branches,
leaves, ferns, and flowers. There are many bromeliads and companion plants such as cycads, palms, lilies, as
well as boulders and driftwood. I hope you enjoy the pictures photographed in a natural setting.
We were fortunate to have our FCBS quarterly meeting in February at Jay and Calandra Thurrott’s
home in Port Orange before the government lockdown. We have some pictures as well to share with you.
You can be proud of your representatives and the effort and work they do when they attend FCBS meetings
three times a year. Most of our societies’ monthly meetings and shows around the state were cancelled and
now we all hope that our meeting places will be open in June and we can resume a normal schedule.
My thanks to Tom, my always supportive hubby, for helping me with the Newsletter. My thanks to
Jay Thurrott who is a faithful writer and contributor to the Newsletter and always provides us interesting
materials. Thanks to Calandra who is the very best proofreader!
Here’s hoping this Newsletter will brighten your day!
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Orthophytum rubiginosum
We have been “mitigating” during the crises on our lanai and enjoying our plants. This Orthophytum rubiginosum came into bloom and we are using it on our table as well as orchids hybridized by BGTB member,
June Hill (center picture). June gave me one of her orchids years ago and it is a prolific bloomer.

FLORIDA COUNCIL OF BROMELIAD SOCIETIES
Len Dolatowski, Sarasota, Florida
From Inez Dolatowski
Len passed away on February 15, 2020 peacefully at home after a long illness with COPD.
Len had been involved in bromeliads and bromeliad societies starting in 1983 when we attended our first meeting at Greater Chicago Bromeliad Society where he was heavily involved in
the society and was chairman of the 2nd International Cryptanthus Society Show and Sale in
1989.
We moved in 1995 leaving our furniture behind to Bradenton with a small trailer holding all of
our plants and us with our daughter Dawn and our pets in the car. He continued to be very active in Florida with the Sarasota Bromeliad Society until last few years due to being on oxygen
24/7. He just loved to talk to people about plants and helped at every Tropiflora Sale since the
beginning, as well as every SBS show and sale since joining until his health declined. He took
care of all of our plants and it was his passion and joy in life.
We spent many days traveling to various plant shows, sales, nurseries and gardens and often
took plant friends with us.
He was president of both societies at least once or twice. He also was editor of the Florida
Council Newsletter for a year after Carol and Geoff Johnson.
We attended quite a few World Conferences as well as most Extravaganzas and even a Cactus
and Succulent Convention in Arizona.
His world was plants and his family which included Dawn, our granddaughters Lily and Leilah
and myself.
We were married 44 years and he was my best friend, soul mate and plant buddy. I plan on
continuing our plant adventures with the girls.
*****************************************
Carol Wolfe: I remember the great newsletters that Len & Inez published for the Chicago Society. We knew their names from their involvement in bromeliads in Chicago and from various
publications long before they moved to Florida and we had opportunity to meet them in person.
Everyone was so happy that they choose to move to Florida and if your club had a show or
event going on, you could expect them to be there.
Many years ago, the Bromeliad Guild of Tampa Bay held a show at Lowry Park Zoo in a tent.
On Saturday, when the show was open to the public, the weather was uncooperative and the
wind began blowing sheets of rain. Tom was working like mad to close the flaps on the tent as
the show plants were blowing off the tables. Inez and Len had just arrived and were instrumental in helping him secure the tent and re-arrange the show plants! Without being asked, they
jumped in and helped with the work. That is the kind of folks they are kind, caring and helpful.
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FCBS MEETING, PORT ORANGE, FL 2/22/2020
LEFT: FCBS Members: Betsy McCrory, BSCF and
Greg Kolojeski, SBTPS;
Sudi Hipsley, SBTPS;
Sandy Burnett, GBS;
and Tom Ramiccio,
BSPB;
Below: Calandar Thurrott, FECBS and Sandy
Burnett; Mike Saunders, BSCF; Jay Thurrott, Chairman Weevil
Committee.

Left: Tom Ramiccio, BSPB; Patty Gonzalez and Mike Michalski from BSSF; Nick
Bethman, BSPB;
Right: Susan Sousa, FWCBS and Vicky
Chirnside, CBS;
Last row: Enjoying a great meal provided
by FECBS
Right: The WBC meeting after the meeting:
Marian Kennell, Susan Sousa, and Greg Kolojeske working hard on plans for the WBC.
THANKS TO OUR HOST FOR OPENING
UP THEIR HOME: Jay & Calandra Thurott
and the host Club: Florida East Coast Bromeliad Society. Thanks for a delicious meal!
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Bromeliads in the Age of the Coronavirus
By Jay Thurrott
Barely into the New Year and already 2020 will be remembered forevermore as the year our
bromeliad world changed, practically overnight. In February our thoughts were focused on upcoming
bromeliad shows and sales, planning for the World Conference in Sarasota was in high gear, and botanical gardens around the state were advertising their upcoming spring plant sales events. One month later
– all the usual events were either postponed or cancelled and most of the botanical gardens around the
state are closed to the public until further notice.

Olympics Postponed
Until 2021

World Bromeliad Conference
Rescheduled to June 8-12, 2021

Fairchild Gardens
closed Until Further Notice

Even the Olympics have been postponed…THE OLYMPICS! Within a matter of days from
when stories of this new virus hit the news, Floridians were advised to shelter in place and only leave
their homes when absolutely necessary. For many, this has been a hardship. For gardeners however –
it’s an excuse to stay home and putter in the garden! I know, sadly this Spring’s bromeliad shows and
sales have been cancelled, but now we can focus more on our existing collections and not be distracted
by the lure of viewing show-quality plants and the possible purchase of new plants that may have the
same names as those entered in the shows, but will probably never look as good as those show plants
anyway.
What should you be doing with your bromeliad collections during this time of “sheltering in
place”? To start with – look at your plants. This is something that many of us overlook. Plants in stress
usually offer visual clues
that we can and should
respond to if we are just
observant enough. Are
your bromeliads so overcrowded with rapidly
growing offsets that they
are squashing each other
out of shape? Have lubber grasshoppers begun
to hatch and those cute
little fellows with the
yellow racing stripes are
perched on some of the
Lubbers on plant leaf at
Immature lubber grasshopper on
leaves?
Fairchild Gardens
bromeliad leaf
©Photos by Jay Thurrott
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At this stage they can easily be hand-picked, but wait until they molt a few times and they’ll
eventually reach the size of a small dog and can leave a trail of destruction behind them looking like a
small lawnmower ran amuck in your collection.
Are telltale circular holes appearing in some of the leaves on your bromeliads?

Billbergia Louise showing a “decorative” perforated leaf.
If you have similar holes in your plants, there are likely snails somewhere near the scene of the crime.

If it has a shell
like this, it’s a
snail. No shell
is a slug...same
Results...holes
in leaves
©Photos by Jay Thurrott

If it has a shell like this, it’s a snail. No shell, it’s a slug – different name, same result of round holes in
leaves. You may not see them right away since they usually do their dirty work at night, but if you
scratch around a little in the surface of the potting mix or under some fallen debris you’ll likely find one
or more of these. Can’t find them? Pick up the pot – they may be hiding underneath the pot! Once you
find one, steel yourself against the “yuck” factor, pick the creature up and dispose of it.
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Have you checked for scale recently on your bromeliads?

Small black dots on a leaf surrounded by a pale area around the dot – that’s scale.
Maybe less obvious than the mechanical damage left by grasshoppers and snails, scale can appear at first as a tiny dot on the surface or underside of a bromeliad leaf and if left unchecked can quickly progress to a massive infestation that spreads from one plant to another. Are the first signs of scale
starting to show around the lower portions of the leaves? Act now and either scrape those few spots of
scale off with your fingernail (there’s that “yuck” factor again) or apply a systemic insecticide to the
plant or plants affected. Don’t go crazy now – systemic pesticides have some bad effects on beneficial
insects like honeybees (not to mention your own health – always follow safety instructions on the container!), so don’t indiscriminately spray your entire yard with the stuff!

Entry into the New Age of the
coronavirus can provide
opportunity to improve the
condition of your bromeliad
collection….
Make the most of it!

The new phrases “self-quarantine” and
“social distancing” have entered our vocabulary
and will likely be with us for some time. Rather
than staying in our homes and binge-watching TV
for the next few months, this entry into the new age
of the coronavirus can provide an opportunity to
improve the condition of your bromeliad collection
without those guilt feelings that you should be
somewhere else with what used to be your busy
daily routine. Times have changed. Make the most
of it!
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Ingredients Of A “Good” Bromeliad Mix
By Tom Wolfe
It is my contention that there is no such thing as a “best” bromeliad mix. There are
numerous ingredients one can use by trial and error and you can eventually determine
which mix is “best” for you.
Things to look for is a mix that provides aeration to the roots, retains water without becoming soggy and
holds a new pup in place until it becomes rooted.
Probably 80% of bromeliads grow epiphytically with their roots exposed. The roots hold the plant in
place even through storms. They absorb moisture and any nutrients that may come from decomposing
organic material, bird droppings or dead insets.
Most plants hold water in their cups and/or absorb moisture through their trichomes.
If you purchase a plant, especially from a big box store, it might be prudent to repot it in your own mix.
Usually they will be growing in a mix of 95% peat moss and 5% perlite. This mix is OK for large commercial growers that have their water, light and air movement under control but that type of mix breaks
down fast and become soggy which promotes fungus and rot.
Some suggested ingredients for your mix:
1. Canadian peat—has acid PH, provides nutrients as it breaks down and holds moisture.
2. Perlite—a heat-expanded igneous glassy rock used to provide aeration and lightens the mix.
It is available in commercial perlite or coarse perlite which is better but more expensive.
3. Wood Chips—Fine pine bark, redwood chips or fir bark. All these breakdown
slowly providing good drainage.
4. Tree fern fiber—provides aeration, acid PH, decomposes slowly. However, it is
expensive and hard to find.
5. Turface—Clay rock in the form of pebbles. Doesn’t supply any nutrients. Excellent aeration. Retains water and discourages insects. It is expensive and hard to find.
6. Lava rock—Much more porous than turface and holds more water, It does not
break down. Because of its weight it provides ballast for the plant to prevent it from blowing
over.
7. Builders sand– helps with drainage and is an inexpensive filler.
8. Charcoal– sweetens mix and retains nutrients and does not breakdown.

The “best” bromeliad mix is one that works for you!
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Conducted by Eloise Beach
Reprinted from
Journal of the Bromeliad Society
Vol.38, Number 4
Introduction by Tom Wolfe: At one time, Eloise had a column in the Journal of the Bromeliad Society
of Questions and Answers regarding bromeliads and relating inquiries. I thought it would be good to
review this as we all use chemicals in growing our bromeliads.

Question: Please explain phytotoxicity.
Answer: Substances that are poisonous to plants are phytotoxic. Certain fertilizers, insecticides, fungicides and other types of chemicals can damage plants. The plant may be sensitive to
the substance or perhaps it was improperly applied. Maybe the chemical was incorrectly applied as a spray rather than as a soil drench or vice versa. Combinations sprays of several
chemicals may produce injury that would not occur if the formulations were applied separately.
Never mix chemicals unless instructed to do so by the label. Sometimes one or two applications may produce no injury, but the third or fourth may result in significant damage.
Aerosol sprays may cause damage if applied closer than l8-24 inches (46-61 centimeters) from
the plant, and these should never be sprayed on wet foliage. Dry formulations, even those
mixed with water, are generally less phytotoxic than liquid concentrated because they lack the
solvents and emulsifiers that can cause plant damage.
Phytotoxicity in bromeliads can be displayed by many types of damage: yellowing, marginal or
tip burn, leaf spotting, abnormal grown or a combination of symptoms. Any part of the plant
may be affected, but new growth is the most likely to be damaged. Never use any copper or
zinc sprays on bromeliads. Small amount of these chemicals can be deadly. Some oil-based
sprays and spreader stickers may also cause damage. Before applying an unfamiliar chemical
to your entire plant collection, try it on a few plants and look for symptoms of phytotoxicity. If
there are several recommended dosages, use the lowest rate. It would be best to ask fellow
growers if they have had any bad experiences with the product in questions, since it may take
several weeks for symptoms to become visible. Always read the label on all chemicals and follow the instructions in order to minimize injury to you, your plants and the environment.
Additional Comments from Tom Wolfe: Never mix two chemicals together unless you are certain of their compatibility. This could cause a volatile reaction and/or toxic fumes that if inhaled, could cause internal damage.
If you are using Clorox to clean pots, etc., please make sure you purchase the brand and not a
generic product. Clorox contains 7.55% Sodium hypochlorite (chlorine). The cheaper products
contain substitute chemicals for chlorine at higher percentages that do not react the same way as
Clorox does. Some of the cheaper products are chemicals that are toxic and inhaled fumes can
be dangerous to your eyes, nose, and throat. It’s wise to stay with the products that have known
ingredients. And always make sure that the chemicals are not available to children or animals.
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Native Florida Orchids
Habenaria floribunda
also known as The Toothed Rein Orchid
By Carol Wolfe
Habenaria floribunda, commonly known as the Toothed Rein Orchid, is distributed in the West Indies, Central America, Mexico,
and is one of the most frequently seen native orchids in central and
southern Florida.
The Habenaria Toothed Rein Orchids started appearing on our
property in Lutz several years ago. At last count, we had twenty-six
plants. It is an interesting orchid in that it is native to Florida and
produces five to twelve bright green leaves and an abundance of
white flowers which are long lasting. It blooms in early spring in
Florida. Our blooms are white but I have read that the blooms on
the Habernaria floribunda orchids grown in South Florida are more
yellow than white.
We do not know how they spread and it is also unknown how they
are pollinated. Outside the USA, they are pollinated by moths.
Habenaria floribunda is widely distributed across Central and South
America and does not appear to be in jeopardy of vanishing in their
areas.
Many of the orchids appear around the same vicinity and sometimes next to our bromeliads. We find them growing as a single
plant and also growing in multiples of three or four plants. We love
having something so unique on our property.

©Photos by
Carol Wolfe
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Aechmea mulfordii mauve
By Carol Wolfe

Last May at the BSCF Show and Sale, I saw this beautiful blooming Aechmea mulfordii mauve and immediately fell in love with the mauve foliage.
While the judging was taking place, I enjoyed imagining the surprise Tom would have upon seeing my new
bromeliad and a bargain for $38 for such a beautiful
plant. All he said was, “We have one just like it in the
woods.” I was shocked and certain that I had never
seen this bromeliad, much less owned it.
The next day, after arriving home from Orlando, Tom
brought the Aechmea mulfordii from the woods and
planted it in the front yard. His plant tag showed
Aechmea mulfordii purple form Brazil Collection 1995
and mine was labeled Aechmea mulfordii mauve.
However, I think you will agree with us that it is the
same plant. Now, we have one growing in the front
yard and one growing in the back yard. It is one bromeliad that I won’t forget.

Tom’s tag:
Aechmea
mulfordii
purple
form
Brazil
Collection
1995

Above:
Carol’s
tag:
Aechmea
mulfordii
mauve

Aechmea mulfordii Malva by Jay Thurrott
According to the BCR this is Aechmea Malva - Harry Luther identified it as a
form of Aechmea mulfordii. The word "Malva" is Brazilian for "mauve", the
color of the leaves. I've had it for quite a few years (I don't grow many large
Aechmeas) and it always survives the winter well. I even collected and grew
out some seed from it and found that it grows true to the parent.
Jay’s tag:
Aechmea mulfordii Malva
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“Island in the Sun”
Landscaped by Tom Wolfe
Story & Photos by Carol Wolfe
Since we are all restricted to “Home” by government in the throes of coronavirus, I thought I
would share this landscaped island in the front yard and hope your visit brings you some of the daily pleasure we enjoy!
“Island in the Sun” is an example of various landscaping plants that can be planted in the summer
sun which compliments each other and are environmentally compatible. Also for a more natural appearance, Tom incorporates limestone boulders, driftwood, railroad ties and cut up telephone poles. His talent
for landscaping is evident all over the yard. In addition to enjoying my daily walks in the yard, I admire
his handiwork and photograph it often. It has provided many beautiful pictures for publications and sharing with others.
When we have been away from home for a few days or weeks and we pull into the driveway, Tom
will say, “Here’s Paradise.” When surrounded with so much beauty what else could it be!

Left to right: Neoregelia sheba and behind it is a Florida native coontie cycad; Aechmea blanchetiana and behind it is a crinium lily, red form; Center
tree is a Pink Tabebuie; front Dyckia Cherry Coke with orange flowers;
Strelitza alba aka white bird of paradise; two Dioon spinulosum and three
King Sagos; landscaping materials, limestone rocks, landscape borders, and
North Carolina field boulders.
©Photos by Carol Wolfe
King Sagos
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The Strelitza alba
(white bird of
paradise)

©Photos by Carol Wolfe
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A LOOK AT INDIVIDUAL PLANTS IN FULL SUN
Foreground: Neoregelia Sheba; Left: Coontie Cycad, Florida Native; Right: Dyckia Cherry Coke
Center: Aechmea blanchetiana, Tabebuia tree (pink trumpet)
Background: Crinum lily, red form; two Dioon spinulosum
Landscape materials: Limestone rocks, Driftwood
This island gets full sun almost all day. Around 5 pm in the summer, the trees on the west side
shade the island for the remaining part of the day. As you can see, the plants thrive in the sun.

Above: The Strelitza alba (white bird of
paradise) The birds and the foliage are
widely used in artistic arrangements.
Left: Two Dioon spinulosum

©Photos by Carol Wolfe
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Dyckia ‘Cherry Coke’

©Photos by Carol Wolfe
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Dyckia ‘Cherry Coke’
©Photos by Carol Wolfe
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Driftwood adds a lot of character and beauty to landscaping
and enhances the planters
successfully creating the effect of borders

©Photos by Carol Wolfe
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Ananas lucidus
Lava Burst

Cycad revolute (King
Sago)

©Photos by Carol Wolfe

Coontie Cycad
Florida Native
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The owl watching over the island!
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Ananas lucidus
Lava Burst

©Photos by Carol Wolfe

Unidentified Large Quesnelias
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Ligustrum Trees with Tillandsia streptocarpa
In this photo, you can see the Ligustrum tree with Tillandsia streptocarpas attached. We have never attached any bromeliads to the tree but we often hung bromeliads in baskets and on their own found their
way onto the tree.
A Ligustrum tree has lavish curved multiple trunks and creates an interesting architectural focus in the
landscape. It provides filter light for the bromeliads and they thrive under its canopy of shade. They are
perfect for growing bromeliads on the trees, whether in hanging baskets or attached and they add focus
and beauty to the landscape.
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©Photos by Carol Wolfe
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AZALEAS AND LIGUSTRUM TREES IN THE LANDSCAPE
This year’s azaleas bloomed from November to April. The blooms started opening early and continued
so long that they appeared scattered and never had that full look at one time. This is an older photo when
they were in full bloom.
These Neoregelias are growing by the
front door and one of my very favorite
bromeliads. We have tried to identify
this plant numerous times to no avail.
Some squirrel is probably in his nest, up
in the tallest tree, saying I know where
your tag is, come and get it!

©Photos

by Carol Wolfe
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Pink Ty plants and crotons add color to the landscape.

©Photos by Carol Wolfe
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PALMS MAKE BEAUTIFUL
GRACEFUL BACKDROPS
The Phoenix reclinata, or also
known as Senegal Date Palm, is a
beautiful and unusual palm that
grows in huge clumps that can
make a dramatic specimen plant
perfect for yards, parks, and campuses. It makes a powerful statement against large backdrops with
its gracefully curving stems.
Years ago, when we planted this
beautiful palm it was only six feet
tall but today it’s 25-30’ tall and its
beauty drapes over our pine-needle
pathways.
Although this picture is not as clear
as those recently taken with higher
resolution cameras, I especially like
the picture because it captures the
purple and white Azalea blooms as
well as the Tabebuia in full bloom
with it’s yellow ‘trumpet” shaped
flowers.
We have planted two pink
Tabebuia trees that are still young
and have not bloomed. We hope
they will all bloom at the same
time. All three in bloom would
make a spectacular sight.
The Ponytail palm or
Beaucarnea recurvata
This palm is from Mexico
and a slow grower in our yard.
Some years it has a nice
growth but later would die
back. This year it is nice and
green and we hope that it will
continue it’s growth spurt.
Cardboard Palm
aka Zamia furfuracea
For years if a freeze was expected, we took great care to
protect the cardboard palm.
One year it froze and in the
spring was cut to the ground. It
grew back within months and now we have to cut it back or it would take
over the pathway. It produces hundreds of seeds, scattered by animals,
and they grow prolific all over the yard.
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The Aechmea blanchetiana has been the focal point of our
landscape for many years. It is an attention getter and never fails
to color up vividly. It produces lots of pups, continually suppling new replacement generations and keeping the number one
spot in our yard!

Below: Notice how the rocks and
driftwood add to the natural flow of
the planter.
The resurrection fern has completely
covered the base of the King Sago.

©Photos by Carol Wolfe
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LANDSCAPE COMPLIMENTS: LIMEROCK, GRANITE, AND DRIFTWOOD
The very colorful
Neoregelias
Joe’s
mauve are embedded between white
granite field rocks
and
compliment
each other. Tom imported these rocks
from my father’s
farm in North
Carolina so I have a reminder of the past in my garden. Combining rocks and driftwood with your bromeliads can add increased interest to your landscape.

On the top left is a beautiful Florida limerock with
various shaped holes peeping through the rock. The
contrasting colors of the limerock compliments the
surrounding Neoregelia Royal Burgundy.

BELOW: This beautiful piece of driftwood with its winding curling wood makes another significant focal point in
the landscape. I can easily image this driftwood washing up on the beach or floating in a river, but never as beautiful
as surrounded by bromeliads. The pink neos compliment the gray wood for a very eye pleasing effect. Adding a
piece of driftwood to your landscape can add moments of pleasure to your life.

©Photos by Carol Wolfe
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These are challenging times but Psalm 119 can bring peace, comfort, and strength as we
meditate on the protection of God:

Psalm 91
1

Whoever dwells in the shelter of the Most High
will rest in the shadow of the Almighty.[
2
I will say of the LORD,
“He is my refuge and my fortress, my God, in whom I trust.”
3

Surely he will save you
from the fowler’s snare
and from the deadly pestilence.

4

He will cover you with his feathers,
and under his wings you will find refuge;
his faithfulness will be your shield and rampart.

5

You will not fear the terror of night,
nor the arrow that flies by day,
6
nor the pestilence that stalks in the darkness,
nor the plague that destroys at midday.
7
A thousand may fall at your side,
ten thousand at your right hand,
but it will not come near you.
8
You will only observe with your eyes
and see the punishment of the wicked.
9

If you say, “The LORD is my refuge,”
and you make the Most High your dwelling,
10
no harm will overtake you,
no disaster will come near your tent.
11
For he will command his angels concerning you
to guard you in all your ways;
12
they will lift you up in their hands,
so that you will not strike your foot against a stone.
13
You will tread on the lion and the cobra;
you will trample the great lion and the serpent.
14

“Because he loves me,” says the LORD, “I will rescue him;
I will protect him, for he acknowledges my name.
15
He will call on me, and I will answer him;
I will be with him in trouble,
I will deliver him and honor him.
16
With long life I will satisfy him
and show him my salvation.”
Reprinted from the Holy Bible, New International Version
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